
Learning in two-player zero-sum partially observable Markov games (POMGs) with perfect recall

Two-player Zero-sum IIG with Perfect Recall

: State space of size , Horizon  

: Max-player’s information set space of size  

: Max-player’s action space of size  

: Min-player’s information set space of size  

: Min-player’s action space of size  

: Reward/loss function and state-transition dynamics
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Fig 1. An IIG with , , and . Only max-
player’s information sets are shown.

H = 2 𝒜 = {a1, a2} ℬ = {b1, b2}

Fig 2. Examples where the perfect-recall assumption is not met 
at transitions indicated by dashed lines.
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 a1 b1  a1 b2  a2 b1  a2 b2

 a2 b1 a1 b1

 a1 b1 a1 b1

 a2 b1 a1 b1

 a1 b1 a1 b1

Actions forgotten Information set forgotten

Main Theorem
Let . If the max-player is trained by IXOMD with appropriate 
learning rate and IX parameter, then with probability at least , its 
regret  is bounded by . If the min-player is trained 
similarly, then with probability at least , the average profile  is 
-Nash equilibrium, where

δ ∈ (0,1)
1 − δ

ℜT
max Õ(X AT)

1 − δ (μ̄, ν̄) ε

ε := Õ ((X A + Y B)/ T) .

Comparison to Previous Results

The Problem
Find a Nash equilibrium (NE) of an imperfect information 
game (IIG) with perfect recall, with high probability, only 
using bandit feedbacks.

Our Contributions
• Propose a computationally efficient model-free algorithm 

called IXOMD, by combining implicit exploration (IX) and 

online mirror descent (OMD). 

• A high-prob exploitability gap bound of order . 

• A high-prob regret bound of order . 
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For a profile , the expected return (of the max-player) is defined by 

 

When a profile  satisfies the following, it is said to be an -NE: 

 

The LHS is an exploitability gap. For a sequence of profiles , the 

regret of the max-player, relative to some policy , is defined as 

 

An average profile  is a profile such that 

 

for any profile . It is guaranteed to exist and computable.

(μ, ν)

Vμ,ν := 𝔼μ,ν [∑H
h=1 rh(sh, ah, bh)] .

(μ, ν) ε
maxμ′ 

Vμ′ ,ν − minν Vμ,ν′ ≤ ε
(μt, νt)

μ

ℜT
max(μ) := ∑T

t=1 (Vμ,νt − Vμt,νt) .

(μ̄, ν̄)

Vμ̄,ν = ∑T
t=1 Vμt,ν/T and Vμ,ν̄ = ∑T

t=1 Vμ,νt /T
(μ, ν)

Regret, Average Profile, and Nash Equilibrium


